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All our garments are designed and 

manufactured in Spain.

By continually investing in our 

facilities our in-house manufacture 

and design teams work in close 

proximity to provide an unrivalled 

service combined with quick 

turnarounds, maximum flexibility and 

focused quality control.

Mobel recognises its responsibility 

to minimise the potential for causing 

harm to the environment and 

strives to sustain and improve the 

environment through the careful 

consideration of design, selection of 

materials and operational procedures.

Mobel takes seriously its 

responsibility to provide its 

customers with clothing products 

that have been produced ethically. 

Whilst intend on ensuring its position 

as a manufacturer, this must not be at 

the expense of dignity of individuals. 

Social and ethical compliance is 

paramount in our company and is an 

obligation to be fulfilled on behalf of 

our customers.

SELECT YOUR 
FABRICS

ADD 
SUBLIMATED 

DETAILS

INVENT YOUR 
GARMENT 

DESIGN

COMBINE 
MATERIALS

CHOOSE YOUR 
COLOURS

WEAR OUR 
PASION

DESIGN 
WITHOUT 

BOUNDARIES 

At our core, our passion is 

customizing exclusive sport and 

team wear. We relish the challenge 

of designing and developing a 

professional, co-ordinated image 

for your club, team or organization. 

Every garment is designed and 

engineered to achieve optimum 

performance and durability.

Our ethos is “design without 

boundaries” and our dedicated 

multilingual design team offers 

unprecedented experience in the 

very latest materials and international 

trends. Our commitment is to provide 

a comprehensive service and a 

superior end product  delivered on 

time and within budget.
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Design your range of products



FABRIC
LYCRA PRO TECH +

 Protects the body as a second 

skin. Protection against UV rays 

(UPF 50 +) and resistance to 

pilling and abrasion. This fabric 

ensures a decrease on muscle 

vibration during activity, reducing 

fatigue and improving the 

athlete’s performance. 

EXTRAS
Coloured reinforced flat lock.

Microperforated Lycra braces.

Side reflective details.

Professional elastic grippers.

COOLMAX pad.

JERSEY

FABRIC
DRY CLIM Pro

Dry Clim Pro incorporates the 

latest technology in quick drying. 

This technological fabric expels 

humidity, keeping the optimum 

body temperature. 

EXTRAS
 Lyplex sleeves to obtain the best 

adaptability and comfort. 

Half zip.

Pockets shape adapted to natural 

movement of the cyclist. 

Waist silicone gripper.

BIB SHORTS
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PRO CLASSIC



FABRIC
ULTRA COOL PBT

Elastic and breathable, provides 

soft touch. The best option for 

the most demanding cyclists. 

EXTRAS
Spider micropeforated fabric 

in armpit and nape for 

sweating improve.

Pockets shape adapted to natural 

movement of the cyclist. 

Waist silicone gripper.

Full zip.

FABRIC
LYCRA PRO TECH +

Protects the body as a second 

skin. Protection against UV rays 

(UPF 50 +) and resistance to 

pilling and abrasion. This fabric 

ensures a decrease on muscle 

vibration during activity, reducing 

fatigue and improving the 

athlete’s performance. 

EXTRAS
Coloured reinforced flat lock.

Microperforated Lycra braces.

Silicone grippers.

COOLMAX pad.

JERSEY BIB SHORTS
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PRO ELITE



FABRIC
PILL FRESH COMFORT

Our most multi-purpose fabric. 

Lightweight and comfort 

reached through this mini piqué 

microfibre. Its pill inside protects 

the athlete against cold outside 

temperatures.

EXTRAS
Pill inside: protects against cold.

Spider micropeforated fabric 

in armpit and nape for 

sweating improvement.

Pockets shape adapted to natural 

movement of the cyclist.

Waist silicone gripper.

FABRIC
PILL LYCRA PRO TECH +

Protects the body as a second 

skin. Protection against UV 

rays (UPF 50 +) and resistance 

to pilling and abrasion. This 

fabric ensures a decrease on 

muscle vibration during activity, 

reducing fatigue and improving 

the athlete’s performance. 

Its pill inside protects the 

athlete against cold outside 

temperatures.

EXTRAS
Microperforated Lycra braces.

Pill inside: protects against cold.

COOLMAX pad.

LONG SLEEVE JERSEY BIB TIGHTS
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PRO ELITE



THERMAL JACKET

FABRIC
WINDBER

The wind- and waterproof 

membranes of this fabric offer 

elasticity, resistance and comfort. 

FABRIC
PILL LYCRA PRO TECH + 

Protects the body as a second 

skin. Protection against UV 

rays (UPF 50 +) and resistance 

to pilling and abrasion. This 

fabric ensures a decrease on 

muscle vibration during activity, 

reducing fatigue and improving 

the athlete’s performance. 

Its pill inside protects the 

athlete against cold outside 

temperatures.

EXTRAS

Wind- and waterproof 

front panel.

Rest of garment: pill Lycra, 

flexible and protects against cold.

Zip back pocket with 

reflective details.

Pockets shape adapted to natural 

movement of the cyclist.

Waist silicone gripper.
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PRO ELITE
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PRO RACE

GILET

FABRIC 
WINDBER

The wind- and waterproof 

membranes of this fabric offer 

elasticity, resistance and comfort. 

FABRIC
PILL LYCRA PRO TECH +

Protects the body as a second 

skin. Protection against UV 

rays (UPF 50+) and resistance 

to pilling and abrasion. This 

fabric ensures a decrease on 

muscle vibration during activity, 

reducing fatigue and improving 

the athlete’s performance. 

Its pill inside protects the 

athlete against cold outside 

temperatures.

EXTRAS

Elasticated waist.

Inside polar fleece collar.

Full zip with auto lock puller and 

chin protector.

Pockets shape adapted to natural 

movement of the cyclist.

Back pocket with reversed 

reflective zip, auto lock puller and 

reflective logotype.

Windber and Lycra combination 

for the best fitting. 

Pill inside: protects against cold.



FABRIC
AQUASHELL 

Aquashell fabric works as a Shell 

against rain, offering a complete 

waterproofing. 

EXTRAS

Elasticated waist.

Perforated Lycra on side panel to 

improve fitting.

Full zip with auto lock puller.

Lightweight, easy to carry.

Reflective printed details.

FABRIC
PILL LYCRA PRO TECH +

Protects the body as a second 

skin. Protection against UV 

rays (UPF 50+) and resistance 

to pilling and abrasion. This 

fabric ensures a decrease on 

muscle vibration during activity, 

reducing fatigue and improving 

the athlete’s performance. Its pill 

inside protects the athlete against 

cold outside temperatures.

WATERPROOF GILET

LEG WARMERS, ARM WARMERS 

& SHOE COVERS 
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REFLEX
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PRO RACE
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PRO RACE PAD

FABRIC
WINDBER AND SYNTHETIC 

LEATHER

The wind- and waterproof 

membranes of this fabric offer 

elasticity, resistance and comfort. 

EXTRAS

Kevlar reinforcements.

Velcro fastener. 

FABRIC
LYCRA PRO TECH +

Protects the body as a second 

skin. Protection against UV rays 

(UPF 50+) and resistance to 

pilling and abrasion. This fabric 

ensures a decrease on muscle 

vibration during activity, reducing 

fatigue and improving the 

athlete’s performance. 

EXTRAS

Gel reinforcements.

Amaretto leather on palm: Slip 

resistance.

WINTER GLOVESSUMMER GLOVES

Coolmax pad includes seamless technology 

which confers the best comfort, fitting perfectly 

the anatomy. 

Its antibacterial treatment expels sweat, 

guaranteeing the optimum resistance and 

increasing the athlete performance. 

Seamless

Antibacterial

Breathable

Anatomical

Thickness: 5 or 8 mm

COOLMAX PAD

The Air Flow pad incorporates the new SAT technology, 

Shock Absorption Technology, that dissipates 90% of the 

energy and neutralizes any negative vibration developed 

during the impact with the ground. 

Made with Coolmax fabric and combined with Air-

Flow System, it confers antibacterial treatment and 

an innovative system of ventilation, ensuring the pad 

breathability.

Seamless

Antibacterial

Breathable

Anatomical

SAT Technology

Air Flow system

AIR FLOW PAD



“We have developed a mutually 

beneficial 10 years relationship with 

Mobel that enables UCAM University 

to not only benefit from high quality 

bespoke team wear but also has 

given us an excelent tailored service 

which fits perfectly to our needs”.

Pablo Rosique 
UCAM University Sports Director.

Mobel Cycling Murcia takes part 

of the International Cycling Union 

competitions. This professional 

team is an inspiration for innovation, 

giving the opportunity to Mobel not 

only to create but also to test its 

new products at the highest level. 

Reaching the optimum performance 

and comfort of our athletes is Mobel’s 

everyday purpose.  

Antonio J. Salmerón
Communication manager

Vicma Bike Team

*

OUR TEAMS

MOBEL Cycling Murcia



Cmno. Juan Teresa s/n
30850 Totana, Murcia, SPAIN
Ph. +34 968 427 237
contact@mobelsport.com

www.mobelsport.com

customised sportswear


